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Traits'fer of Eiements between Molten

ef Carbo"-saturated Iron

Sgag and a Falling Droplet

By Kuniyoshi gSHIE,* Sumiyuki KIS]}ilEMO E`O,** and Chikao YOSHII'

Synepsis
  71) simulate the reaction bettveen slag and metal in the hearth ofblast

.fitrnace, motten carbon-saturated iron d}'opl.et of O,3 to O,6mm dia, was

dranPed dbtt)n thro!tgh the motten stag col!tmn of 25 mm dia, and 100 mm

height. A new eeuipment was devetoped in order to determine the.fitUing

time, ie., reaction time, when iron deqPfoll through slag melt. math the

ttse of this egttipment, the vetocity qf.fiiU of carbon-saturated iron cb'oplet

eithercontainingsu!fiirorfi'eeofsttij}trandthetranserofsiticonorsuijitr

bettveen these Phases were measttred at 1550e and 1600eC. T}ie

velocity of.fall througlt thls cotttmn ofstag melt with the coiriposition CaO

45%-SiO, 45%-Al,O, IO% did not obay the Stokes' taw and, there-

fore, the taw shottld be corrected ly means of Oseen's tlmproximation and

Gorrection eguation of tvaU oflect. The velocity of.fatl V(cm/sec) deter-

mined lly the measured.fatling time was given by the droplet diatneter d (c,e)

asfollows: V=12,5d2･2at15500Cand13.7di'Sat16000C.foriren
droptetfiee.fi'otn suijitr. When sttijitr was addbd to iron, because of its

suctZice activity, the vetocity ojC.tlatl incteased.

  ne rate ofsilicon tranEfer.fi'om slag tofotling dioplet tuas IO to 20

times higher than thatforPermanent cantact, U}ider the conditions of the

present erperiments, thePeneti'ation theorv bj, Higbie was tigPlied ta the

rate ofsiticon tranij?r with good accuraay. 71-e rate ofs!tijitr tranofbr

was also as high as that of silicen tranofbr,

I. Introduction

  Recently, in the metallurgical processes it is re-

marked what the liquid droplet of me'tal and slag

behaves chemically or hydrodynamically in a con-
tinuous media such as molten slag and metal. In
blast furnace, the iron droplets produced at bosh fa11

through slag layer and collectin the hearth.

   The authors had previously investigated desulfuriza-

tion of iron melt dropping through a molten slag
column and fbund that the rate ofS transfer was much

higher than that fbr permanent contact.i} But then,
as reaction time was calculated from the Stokes' Iaw,

it seemed that the reaction time was diflbrent from
the true value.

   In the present work, the detectors for finding the

exact moments that an iron droplet started to fali

through the molten slag in the crucible and reached

its bottom were developed, and the rates of transfer

of Si and S between carbon-saturated iron and slag

were exactly measured at 1 5500 and 1 6000C.

Ei. ExperimaentalProcediure

   One of the most important points in investigating

the transfer of Si and S between falling iron droplet

and slag melt is that the reaction time, i.e., fa11ing time,

is measured with good accuracy. However, it is
diMcult to measure the falling time when a Iiquid
droplet fa11s through the Iiquid media at very,high

temperature. The most suitable method for determi-

ning the falling time is by directly watching the motion

of iron droplet through a X-ray Huoroscope. How-
ever, this metliod is not acceptable for several reasons.

  InordertoknowthefaIIingtime,itisnecessarythat
the moments ofthe start and finish of fa11 are detected

in the moiten slag column, And so the experimental

apparatusconsistsmainlyoftwoparts: ,
  Oneofthemisagraphitecrucibleinwhichaptolten
slag column, 25mm in diameter and 100'mm in
height, is formed, The graphite crucible, shown in

Fig. 1 (a), possesses a molybdenum grid in the botto.m.

The grid is placed slightly above the bottom surface

so that a thin molten slag layer is formed. This slag

layer forms an unknown resistance of a Wheatstone's

bridge.

  The other is a graphite nozzle, shown･in Fig. 1 (b),

with a caliber of 3 to 6 mm dia., in which a piece of

carbon-saturated iron is melted. The graphite nozzle

is connected to a stainless stegl pipe fbr introducing

dried air. This pipe ,has a sample inlet hole and a

pressure sensitive eletnent for detecting the start time

offa11ofdroplet.."

  The graphite'crucible and nozzle are arranged as

shown in Fig. 2. A synthetic slag, CaO 45%-SiO,

45%-A120,10%,ismeltedbyinductionheatingand
forms a slag column of about 105mm. When･'the
slag is nielted down, the tip of the nozzle is immersed

in the center of the s]ag surface and a pieee of pig

iron is charged from a sample inlet hoie. As the
         '                                  '                                          '                                  '
                              -sarnple lfiSet bote
                 Mo grid

                tw                                     .-pressure

                                  .plezo-eLectrlc
                                  '     sag -'' crystaL                 2ma
      25
                brl.dge amplifier

mlLLiampare
  meter

    (a) (b)Fig. 1. Graphite crucible ancl nozzle

  (a) Graphite crucible to form molten slag column,

      attached Mo grid for detecting the end'time of fa11

  (b) Graphite nozzle to melt a droplet of iron, con-

      nected to stainless steel pipe with element for de-

      tecting thc start tirne of fall
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 Fig.2. Schematicldiagram showing the arrangernent of

                     /t       crucible assembly
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crucible and the nozzle are heated to any desired
temPerature, the iron droplet is pushed lnto the slag

melt by the pres'sure ･of a'few cm H,Q, 4nd a small
change df pressy're in the stainless st,eel pipe i's syn-
chron'ously deee'cted by,a pressure sensitive element,

The direct' current generated in thi,s element is am-

plified and detected by' a milliammeter. As soon as
molten iron droplet rea'ches the-bottom ofthe･graphite
c'rucible and the Wheatstone's bridge becomes un-
balanced by short circuit, the crucible assembly is

quenched into water. An iron droplet fbund on the
bottom of graphite crucible is used for the analysis

of Si or S.

III. ResultsandDiscussions

1, F2ilting TimeandMeanJFZilt Vblocity

  The falling time, i.e., reaction time, when a molten

iron droplet fa11s through the slag column of IOO mm

height, is plotted against the weight of droplet in

Fig. 3. For the Iarger droplet and the higher tem-
p'erature, the fa11ing time was shorter. Increasing the

temperature decreases the viscosity ofmolten slag and

the drag fbrce acting on the liquid droplet. When
C-saturated iron contains O.5 to O.6%S, because sulfur

is the surface-active reagent and decreases the inter-

facial tension between the slag and iron, a droplet of

iron fa11s slightly faster than that of pig iron free from

S. Bargeron et al.,2) studied the kinetics of S transfer

between the slag and molten iron droplet using a
device similar to our apparatus and measured the
falling time of molten iron droplet (O.5 g) through the

columnofslagat14540C. Themoltenironcontained
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 Fig,4, Incvease of fall vclocity of carbon-saturated iron

        droplet with diameter at 1 5500C

4.2%C and 0.02%S. The slag contained 5%CaO,
9%SiO, and 41%Al,O, and had a viscosity of 7.7
poise at this temperature.

  The values given by Bargeron et at. were about 2
times larger than that calculated from the Stokes' law.

Bargeron et at. considered that this discrepancy could

be attributed to the nonsphericity of the molten
droplets. In the present work, the deviation of the

experimental data fi'om the calculated values is larger

than that of Bargeron et at. These results seem to be

attributed to several factors other than the nonsphercity

of molten droplet. In order to reveal this fact the

mean fa11 velocity is investigated. The mean fa11

velocity is calculated from our data by using the
fbllowing equation:

                  V = 10.0/t ".m,",...",--,-h,,(1)

where V is the mean fa11 velocity (cmlsec) and t is

faUing time (sec) estimated by the two detectors.
The mean faII velocity is plotted against the droplet

diameter in Figs. 4 and 5. The obtained velocity

isverysmall,evenwhenthesizeofdropletsisincreased
to O.6 cm. The viscosity and the density ofthis slag

,
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Table 1. Viscosity and densityS)

Viscosity(poise) Density(g/cm3)

1550eC1 600ea lssoec16eooc

Slag

!ron

3.4

O,04

2.S

O.035

2.82.7
6.76.6

and those of metal are shown in Table 1, where the
eflbct ofsulfur on these values is neglected.

  In Figs, 4, and 5 Vstok., represents the fall velocity

calculated from the Stokes' law. According to the

Stokes' law, the terminal fall velocity V of a rigid

sphere is.

              Vktokes= (P'¥sPn)gd2 ...,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,..(2)

where p, v, p', and d are the density and the viscosity

of continuous media and the density and thediameter

ofasolidsphere,respectively. Substitutingthevalues
in Table 1 in the Eq. (2) gives Vkt.k,s as follows,

        Vtst.kes = 62dZ(cm/sec) at 1 5500C............(3)

        Vgtok.s = 92d2(cmlsec) at l 6000a,..,,,,,.,.,(4)

The observed velocities attain only li5 or li7 of the

calculatedones. Ifthesphereiscomposedoffluid,the
fo11owingformulaknownastheHadamard-Rybczynski
formula4J is usually applied to the velocity ofall Iiquid

droplets.

       PXkadamard-Rybczynski"i llktokes ;;illgVrpl ...,,,,,.(5)

where v' is the viscosity ofthe fluid forming a droplet.

According to this formula, ifthe fluid forming a droplet

has a very high viscosity compared with that ef media,

thedropletwiilbehaveasasolidsphere. Conversely,
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if the fiuid has a very low viscosity, the droplet should

move one and a half times as fast as a solid sphere of

the same size and density. According to Bond and
Newton,5) the liquid droplet behaves almost as a solid

sphere, where the diameter of a falling droplet is less

than a critical value given by Eq. (6).

              d=2VIpt-Tp't.g '"'""'u'-"'''''(6)

where T is the surface tension of contact surface be-

tween fluid media and droplet, i.e. interface tension.

As the approximately estimated surface tension of
common surface between slag and a-saturated iron
is about 600 dynes/cm for molten pig iron containing

O.5%S and 800 dyne/cni for that free of sulfur, the

critical value ofd is about O.8 cm. Henee, under the

condition of present study, a molten metal droplet

may be treated as a solid sphere.

  The diflbrence of the present experimental values

from Stekes' velocity seems to result from the fo11owing

major factors: the effect of Reynolds' number and the

effect ofthe wall of crucible,

  Reynolds' number calculated from Vktokes is larger

than unity for any droplet size in this experiment, and

the term of inertia in the Navier-Stokes difll:rential

equationisnotnegleeted. Stokes'1arhi,therefore,isnot

applicableforfa11velocityofthedroplet.Insuchacase,

Reynolds' number is less than 10, Oseen assumes the

term ofinertia to be a linear function of velocity of

fiuid suyrounding the droplet and proposes the fo11ow-

ing equation for the drag'force acting on surface of

a droplet.

            F=3n?Vd(l+136P;d),,, , (7)

where, V is the velocity ofa droplet. According to
Eq. (7), Vis related to Vst.k., as fo11ows･

            V(1+ 136 PvVd) = Vsitokes･--･--･-･ ････････(8)

The eflbct of wall on the fa11ing velocity of a droplet

through the liquid media was examined independently

by Ladenburg, Faxen, Kan, and Francis. All equa-
tions except the Ladenburg's give almost the same
correction value with respect to the. ratio of the di-

ameter ofa droplet to that ofa vessel d/D. Faxen's

correction coethcientf6) is given by

   K;rv･ = f == i-2,io4S+2,og(S)3-o.gs(g)5 ...(g)

where, D is the inner diameter of a cylindrical vessel

and is 2.5 cm in this work.

   VUorr. in Figs. 4 and 5 are determined by multiply-

ing the correction factor obtained from Eq. (9) to V

 calculated from Eq. (8). The observed values agree

with VL.,.. fbr large droplets. For smali droplets, the

unknown factors such as the eflbct of the bottom of a

crucible and the adherence of fine bubbles produced

on the drop surface by chemical reaction must aflect
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2. T>'an£f2irqf'Siticon

  While a C-saturated ir6n dropiet faIIs through
molten slag, silica in the slag is reduced by carbon in

iron and silicon dissolves into the droplet. The Si

concentration is plotted against the weight of droplet

in Fig, 6. When the droplet of O,1 g comes into
contact with the ' slag melt for only 10 seconds at

15500C, the Si concentration rises by as much as
O.25%. Increasing the weight of droplet clecreases
the reaction tithe and the Si concentriti6n in the
droplet decreases, As the fa11ing time is noi tal<en

i.nto account, distinction due to the reaction te'mper-

ature is noL'revealed in Fig. 6. Therefore, the rela-

tio'nship between the Si concentration and faIIing time

plotted in Fig, 7. The dependence on temperature
is clearly indicated and is on a straight line. As the

reaction time depends on the droplet diameter in the

case of faIIing of a droplet, the rate of reduction is not

estimated for the slope of this line, but the average

mass flux of Si transfer; .IVtsi (glcm2sec) is determined

    '               '        ' .Nki'---g--`:-)kl-ooCi,L/tl-,,,,.,,,,.,,,..,,.(io)

                                           '           '
where, Ckt and COsi are the final and initial Si
concentration in the pig iron (%), Ml is the weight of
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droplet (g), A is the interfacial area between the slag

and the pig iron (cm2), -t is the reaction time (sec).

.IVIsi is plotted against the drgplet diameter on Ioga-

rithmic 'scales as shown in Fig. 8. Provided that the

average' mass flux of Si is linearly dependent on the
ietll9, P.i:td ddi],M.i,t,9.ri.giX foiiowi"g reiationship between

   A-fsi=l,8×1O-`dO'62(gfcm2sec)at1550eC,,,,,,(11)

   Ng,=2,3k10u"d"･`5(g/cm2sec)at1600eC,,,,,.(I2)

  Although the reduction of Silica' is generally con-

trolled by chemi6al reaction, the controlling step in

this experiment i's considered.to be the diMision of,

silicon in the slag layer. If a segment of slag sniall

compared with the diameter of a fa11ing droplet is

considered, the partial cliflbrential equation fbr con-

vective diflUsion is given7) with, respect to rectangular

coordinates simply by .
  1' . 1''eo(t;=.D,,oo2dic,,",,,.,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,.,(i3)

              '            ttt tt ttttt tt
                 t ....t t .t.tttt

E-
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This equation is to be soived with the fo11owing initial

and boundary conclitions:･ ,

        I,C,I;tKO,x}O C=Cge,
        B.C,1:t>O,x==O C=Cg,
        B.a.2: x:=:ooC=CFi

where, Cscos is the Si concentration in the slag bulk and

Cs*i is the Si concentration of slag at the slag-metal

inFerface. Themassfluxattimetis

            Jvk,(t)-V97i(crv,-c'g,).,,.,.,.........(-)

The average flux of mass transfer of Si is

      urt7g, =:: ÷ J: Ar,,(t)dt - 2v[l,l5II,t (c,oe,-c'g,) ...(is)

By replacing t by d/ L

            A-'s,==:2Vt!l/ii-f(c,oe,-cg,).,,..,.,,.,,,,.(i6)

By substituting Si concentration which is calculated

from the activity of silica asio,B} in the present slag

into (C,torC,',) in Eq. (I6) and using Dsi in Table
S, Nsi is predicted as fo11ows:

      IVki := 1,4×IO-`dO･6(gfcm2sec) at l.55eeC ...(17)

      Arsi = l.8 ×IO-`dO･`(g/cm2sec) at I 6000C ...(18)

The Eqs. (17) and (18) agree fairly well with experi-

mental Eqs, (II) and (12).

3. Ti'an£flerofSuofitr

  The transfer of S fi"om the molten C-saturated iron

to slag melt is investigated by the same method as

forSitransfer, TheScontentinironisplottedagainst
the weight of sample in Fig. 9. While a droplet of
'O.1 to O.2 g faIls through a 'slag column of IO cm,

almost all S in molten iron is removed without excep-

tion. .IVk is estimated by applying the equation same

as that for Si and plotted against the droplet diameter

Qn logaritlimic scales in Fig. 10. The average mass

flux of S transfer increases as the droplet diameter

increases. However, when the droplet size exceeds a

critical value, .iVls has a tendency of decreasing,

  Desulfurization is a rapid reaction at contact surface

and is rate-controlled by diMision of S in the slag

at high temperature, Therefore, the penetration
theory by Higbie may be more acceptable in this case

than that of Si transfer. However, the steady state

solution can not be obtained because of the rapid
decrease of S content in the droplet during the faII.

EV. Conclusiens
  The transfer ofsilicon and sulfur between a faIIing

carbon-saturatecl iron clroplet and molten slag was

studied with the use of an apparatus for measuring
the faIling time, i.e., reaction time,

 ,The measured faIIing time was a few times Ionger

                                           45

than the value calculated from the Stokes' law. It

seemed that the fetct could be attributed to the eflect

of Reynolds' number and the wall of crucible.

  The rate of silicon transfer was IO to 20 times

higher than that for permanent contact under the
same conditions as the present work and the penetra-

tion theory was applicable for rapid rates with good

accuracy. However, this theory was not applied to

the sulfur transfer because of the rapid decrease of

sulfur content in the droplet during the fall.

             Table 3, Dsi9} and asio2

15500C 1 6000c

Dsi
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(cm 2/sec) 4×10-T
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